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Abstract: Data analytics, especially in the era of Big
Data, opens huge possibilities in governmental contexts.
These contexts are unfortunately very fragmented and
often involve the processing of personal identifiable information (PII). Since anonymisation techniques fail at
truly anonymising large citizen records, the data remain
in a legal sense PII to which, hence, the privacy legislation still applies. The data owner (controller) is therefore still responsible and liable for the data. This paper
presents a flexible approach consistent with the European privacy legislation which 1) enables easy linking of
records, 2) maximizes the control of the data-delivering
government agencies, 3) minimizes the impact in case of
a data breach, and 4) allows for controlled deanonymisation.
Keywords: Privacy PII analytics big data pseudonym
anonymisation

1 Introduction
A university research team would like to have access to a
set of non-aggregated, pseudonimised records with PII
(Personal Identifiable Information) of all married citizens of the country born in 1990 or later with a yearly income higher than e50.000. More specifically, they want
to analyse some medical, financial and demographic PII
of these citizens. However, these records are owned and
managed by different government agencies. The logical
answer to deal with such, frequently occurring, requests
is a central data warehouse in which each government
agency uploads its PII. However, government agencies
are reluctant to do so since it implies a loss of control
over this PII for which they legally remain responsible.
The central question in this article, therefore, is: "How
can such PII, stemming from different sources (govern-
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ment agencies), efficiently and as securely as possible be
linked together, whereby the European privacy legislation is respected and the involved government agencies
maintain maximal control over the PII for which they
are responsible?"
An important evolution in the current digital era is
the increasing collection and processing of data, including PII. The potential knowledge that can be extracted
out of these data is enormous, not only for enterprises,
but also for government agencies. Analysing these data
can, hence, play a crucial role in fulfilling and improving
the tasks of the these agencies. Examples are improving
personalised health care, fighting fraud and supporting
policies. Also, analytics on such data is invaluable for
researchers.
Two characteristics are dominant in governmental
contexts. First, governments often work with PII. Secondly, they have a high degree of fragmentation: each
government agency is responsible (data controller) for
a specific set of PII attributes, potentially of a specific
part of the population. For many potential analytics
projects, PII stemming from different sources should be
linked together, which poses serious legal challenges.
Processing of PII can indeed only be allowed by
the responsible government agencies if it is in correspondence to the applicable laws, mainly but not always exclusively the privacy legislation. Several principles described in the European data protection directive
95/46/EC1 [1] apply to PII: It is not allowed to process
PII in ways incompatible with the objectives for which
it was initially collected (finality). No more data than
strictly necessary is collected and processed (proportionality). The citizen has the right to know how his PII is
processed (transparency). Also, the data controller will
be held accountable in case of a data breach due to negligence (information security practices). Unfortunately,
the recent past provides us with several cases of severe
government data breaches, such as the OPM hack [2].
Linking together all PII from different government
agencies in one big traditional data warehouse will,
hence, have two major disadvantages: 1) reduction of

1 At the moment of writing, the new European privacy enactment, which is expected to be more strict, has not yet been
finalised.
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the control by the government agencies over the PII for
which they are legally responsible and which they do
not want to be used against their own interests and 2) a
data breach will have outright disastrous consequences
for the privacy of the involved citizens and on the reputation of the government agencies.
The reluctance of government agencies to merge
their data in one big data warehouse is, hence, a mere
expression of their responsibility which should indeed
be respected. From a security and legal point of view,
the scenario of merging all data in one centralised data
warehouse is considered as a digital data dystopia for
both government agencies and citizens. Simultaneously,
there is a genuine need to link together data in order to
enable advanced data analytics within the framework of
the privacy legislation.
This brings us to the challenge tackled in this article: enabling efficient analytics on PII stemming from
different sources, while 1) the delivering parties maintain control over the data for which they are responsible, 2) the privacy of the citizen is protected, and 3) the
impact in case of a data breach is minimized. Also, the
legal principle of transparency to the citizen is respected
and flexibility, for example regarding key issuance and
deanonymisation, is provided such that the concept can
be applied in a wide variety of contexts.
The text is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
related work. Section 3 presents the approach at a high
level. Section 4 explains the pseudonym conversion function, an essential building block for the central protocol
discussed in detail in section 5. Section 6 discusses controlled deanonymisation, which is useful for e.g. fraud
detection. Section 7 focusses on key distribution and
section 8 adds some extensions. The concluding remarks
and future work are found in section 9.

2 Related work
Data anonymisation techniques such as k-anonymity [3],
l-diversity [4] and t-closeness [5] have been put forward
as a way to reconcile analytics and privacy. It aims
at irreversibly removing the link between the data and
the individual. This is achieved 1) by removing or replacing direct identifiers such as social security numbers and 2) by removing, generalizing or adding noise
to pseudo-identifiers. A pseudo-identifier is a combination of attributes that together generally apply to
only one or a few citizens. A typical example is the
triple ZIP code, gender, year of birth [6]. Once data
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are legally anonymised, they are no longer considered
as PII, the privacy legislation no longer applies, and the
damage caused in case of a data breach is greatly reduced. However, applying anonymisation techniques on
high dimensional data2 such as location tracking is not
working [7]: although it degrades severely the data, the
effect on the uniqueness of the data records is limited.
With only a few data elements, a record can be linked
back to a citizen. Therefore, the White House considers anonymisation techniques, although valuable in the
past, as obsolete in the era of big data [8]. Moreover,
it turns out to be very hard to assess whether data
is sufficiently anonymised, which is illustrated by two
well-known examples. 1) AOL published in 2006 20 million ’anonymised’ search queries of 650.000 users. Soon,
the identity of multiple users was revealed [9]. 2) In
2007, NetFlix published ’anonymised’ movie ratings of
500.000 users. By linking these data with public data on
IMDB, records could be deanonymised [10]. Given the
lack of information regarding future knowledge of the
adversary, both in terms of algorithms and data, a formal assessment to measure anonymity seems infeasible.
Paul Ohms states: "The robust anonymisation assumption is not fundamentally incorrect but deeply flawed"
[11]. Therefore, it is unsuited in our context.
Pseudonymisation, however, is still crucial in the
presented approach. Several methods exist to convert
an identifier into a pseudonym that can not be linked
back to the identifier without knowledge of a secret.
Cryptographic approaches are typically based on symmetric encryption, pseudo-random permutations, secure
hash functions or message authentication codes. A noncryptographic approach is the generation of conversion
tables. The approaches are often ad hoc, lack flexibility and require trusted intermediaries or shared secrets.
Anonymous credential schemes such as Idemix [12] and
uProve [13] allow a citizen to prove, anonymously or
under a pseudonym, personal properties (e.g. age) without disclosing any other information. With conditional
deanonymisation, a party can reveal the identity of the
citizen under certain conditions such as abuse. Anonymous credential schemes provide us with interesting
ideas that can be valuable in contexts other than authentication, for instance in data analytics.

2 High dimensional data are data that require a large, often
increasing, amount of values (dimensions) in order to be expressed. Examples are location tracking, purchasing behavior
and connections on a social network.
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Record linkage [14] refers to finding records in the
same or different data sets that refer to the same persons. In case of a shared identifier in a standard format
this is trivial and this is what is assumed in this text.
More complex forms of data linkage deal with typographical errors, false information, and the absence of
standards and shared identifiers.
Multi-party computation allows calculation of functions on secret data kept by multiple parties. Each party
learns the output of the function but nothing else. An
overview of secure multi-party computation for privacypreserving data mining (analytics) has been written by
Lindell and Pinkas [15]. For reasons of efficiency and
flexibility, in particular on bigger data sets with a wide
set of potential queries, this approach is inefficient and
cumbersome. Indeed, for analytics on massive amounts
of data, the current paradigm is that initial collection of
the required data on highly performant infrastructures
is necessary. This is assumed in this paper.
Private information retrieval [16] allows Bob to retrieve information d from Alice, who owns a data set D.
Alice does not learn what element in D Bob retrieved,
but is sure that Bob only retrieved a single element.
This is related with, but different to, the challenge formulated in this text where multiple domains deliver encrypted PII of many citizens to a single project. The
project can only decrypt all the PII of a specific citizen
if each domain has delivered some PII of that citizen.

3 Overview
Before explaining the data archipelago, three central
terms are defined. An identifier is an alphanumerical
string (or, more generally, an object) that uniquely identifies a physical person. A typical example is the social
security number (SSN). A pseudonym is an alphanumerical string (or, more generally, an object) that refers to
a single physical person but does not allow to identify
this person. A person can have multiple pseudonyms in
different contexts. A pseudonym allows to link PII of
the same person without knowing this person’s identity.
A pseudo-identifier is a combination of attributes that
together generally apply to only one or a few citizens. It
allows to single out a citizen. A typical example is the
triple ZIP code, gender, year of birth.
The data archipelago, depicted in figure 1, has two
types of participants: providers (left) and researchers
(right). The main terms specific for the data archipelago
are now defined. Providers own some PII of citizens and
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provide PII to data analytics projects. They are typically government agencies, which may own for instance
fiscal, social, economical or medical PII. Researchers
(want to) analyse PII which result from linking together
PII maintained by multiple providers. For instance, fiscal, social and economical data can be linked together
for fraud detection. Islands are environments within the
data archipelago which contain PII. An island should
be maximally isolated from other islands, which means
that it should be hard to link PII residing on one island
to PII of the same person kept on another island. Two
types of islands are distinguished: domains and projects.
A domain is an island managed and controlled by a
single provider. The provider keeps the domain up-todate with PII that is potentially made available to data
analytics projects. A domain typically contains only a
subset of all the PII kept by the provider. Domains are
relatively permanent and do not need fast computation.
A project is an island that allows for data analytics by
a researcher on the PII stored by this project. Therefore, a project retrieves and links together the minimal
required PII from several domains. Projects are temporary and are destroyed as soon as possible (or archived
when legally required). Projects require a highly efficient infrastructure for complex analytics. Access by researchers to projects is restricted and logged in order to
maximally protect the PII (This is outside the scope of
this paper).
Isolation between islands is maximized 1) at the
hardware level by applying (existing) techniques of containerization and 2) at the data level by minimizing linkabilities between PII records on different islands. These
linkabilities occur when two or more islands share for
the same citizen an identifier, a pseudonym or a pseudoidentifier. Identifier linkabilities can be prevented by
scanning the data, sent by the providers to the data
archipelago, on identifiers using regular expressions, and
blocking records that contain an identifier. Clear agreements between organisations avoid that the same or related attributes are stored on multiple domains. This
results in attribute partitions and is similar to normalized databases. Since no attributes are shared, pseudoidentifier linkabilities are impossible3 . However, since
projects link together information originating from several domains, attribute linkabilities will in all likelihood

3 The Belgian government uses authentic sources as the exclusive, accurate source of certain data. The philosophy of authentic
sources fits in the proposed concept; each authentic source could
be given its own domain.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the data archipelago for a country with three citizens.

arise 1) between a project and its involved domains and
2) between projects. Therefore, projects should – just
as regular analytics projects – be well protected. Fortunately, projects only contain the minimum amount of
data and have a limited lifespan. The more attributes
about single citizens are stored in a domain, the higher
the impact in case of a data breach. Therefore, in the
presented solution, a domain with many sensitive attributes should be split in multiple, mutually unlinkable
domains.
The remainder of this text aims at guaranteeing
cryptographic unlinkability between pseudonyms of the
same citizen on different islands, while linking together
PII from multiple domains in a project requires the explicit cooperation of the involved providers. Simultaneously, a high degree of flexibility is offered.

4 Pseudonym conversion function
When sending data to a domain, the provider first converts every involved identifier into a pseudonym using a secret key. The PII in the domain is stored under this pseudonym. The PII of one citizen required
for a project is spread over multiple domains. However, in each domain, the PII is known under different
pseudonym, which is unlinkable to the citizen’s identifier
and to the citizen’s pseudonyms on other islands without additional knowledge. Linking together PII based
on these pseudonyms is, hence, not possible, unless the
pseudonyms are converted with cryptographic keys.
When PII is sent by a domain to a project, the
corresponding pseudonym is converted twice: first by
the domain and then by the project. Both domain and
project use for this a (different) secret key. Although the
pseudonyms of the same citizen are unlinkable on the

level of the domain, they become identical in the project
after this double conversion. This property is called local equality. The required pseudonym conversion function has three other properties besides unlinkability and
local equality and is discussed in this section.

4.1 Definition
Notation: k, id, n and d indicate keys, identifiers,
pseudonyms and data respectively. Capitals with and without tilde indicate sets and sequences respectively. E.g.
rp
Se = {s0 , ..., s|S|−1 }, S = hs0 , ..., s|S|−1 i. Y ←− X de$

notes a random permutation and y ←
− X a random selection over a uniform distribution. For C ← A ∩ B and
C ← A ∪ B, no assumptions are made regarding the order
of the elements in C. A.append(a) adds an element at the
tail of A.
The pseudonym conversion function is defined as
f : K, N → N , with K the set of all possible
keys and N the set of all possible pseudonyms.
The set of identifiers is denoted by I ⊂ N . One
key and one pseudonym (or identifier) are given
as input, which results in a new pseudonym ∈
/ I.
∀ n ∈ N : n ← f (∅, n). We also define functions f
and fb which take a sequence of keys K = hk0 , ..., km−1 i
respectively pseudonyms N = hn0 , ...., nm−1 i as input:
f : K∗ , N → N : K, n 7→ f (km−1 , (..., f (k1 , (f (k0 , n))...)
and fb : K, N ∗ → N ∗ : k, N 7→ hf (k, n0 ), ..., f (k, nm−1 )i.
Furthermore, the pseudonym conversion function f (., .)
needs to satisfy five properties:
– Unlinkability. Different pseudonyms originating
from the same identifier or pseudonym cannot be
linked to each other without knowledge of the corresponding keys. Formally:
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$

∀ l0 , l1 ∈ N0 , n, n0 , n1 ←
− N , K0 ←
− K l0 , K 1 ←
− Kl1 s.t.
f (K 0 , n) 6= f (K 1 , n) : |P [1 ← AU (f (K 0 , n), f (K 1 , n))]−
P [1 ← AU (n0 , n1 )]| < ε

–

whereby the adversary AU outputs 1 if and only if
according to AU the two pseudonyms given as input originate from the same pseudonym or identifier and ε negligible. This implies that for ∀ n ∈ N
and ∀ k, k0 , k1 ∈ K with k0 6= k1 : f (k, n) cannot
be linked to n (parent unlinkability) and f (k0 , n)
cannot be linked to f (k1 , n) (sibling unlinkability).
Local equality. Given one or more key sequences
such that if the pseudonym conversion function is
applied on them separately with the same identifier, the result is each time the same pseudonym. If
the secret is known, a new such key sequence, which
is independent of the existing ones, can be generated in polynomial time. Again, it maps the same
identifier to the same target pseudonym. Formally:
$

∃ s ∈ S s.t. ∀ m ∈ N0 , ∀ i ∈ {0, ..., m − 1} : li ←
− N0 ,
pol

K i ←−− B(lm , s) s.t. K i ∈ Kli , f (K 0 , .) = f (K i , .)
and for i 6= 0: P [K i ∩ (K 0 ∪ ... ∪ K i−1 ) = ∅] < ε.

–

with m the number of already known key sequences,
li the length of key sequence K i , S the set of all
possible secrets and B an algorithm that outputs a
result in polynomial time (indicated by pol above
the arrow).
Collision resistance. Applying the conversion
function with the same key on two different identifiers or pseudonyms will output two different
pseudonyms. Formally:
$

∀ l ∈ N0 , K ←
− Kl : |P [(n0 , n1 ) ← ACR (K) :
f (K, n0 ) = f (K, n1 )]| < ε, s.t. n0 , n1 ∈ N and n0 6= n1 ,

–
–

whereby the adversary ACR outputs two
pseudonyms (or identifiers) that are converted with
the given key sequence into the same pseudonym.
Determinism. The conversion function generates
for the same inputs always the same output.
Invertibility. Given, the key and the output value
of the conversion function, the initial input value
can be found in polynomial time.
f −1 : K, N → N s.t. ∀ k ∈ K, n ∈ N :
n = f −1 (k, f (k, n)) and O(f (., .)) ≈ O(f −1 (., .)).

4.2 Pseudonym conversion network
The pseudonym conversion function converts an identifier into several unlinkable pseudonyms on the level
of the domains. However, within a project, local equality is required, while pseudonyms of the same citizen
in different projects should still be unlinkable. All this

Fig. 2. Pseudonym conversion network with two join locations.

is represented in a pseudonym conversion network, of
which an example is shown in figure 2.
We distinguish locations (circles in fig. 2) and conversions (bars in fig. 2). A location contains a sequence
of identifiers or pseudonyms (maximum one per citizen). Each conversion requires a key and converts its
input, a sequence of identifiers or pseudonyms, into a
sequence of pseudonyms. Pseudonyms of the same citizen in different locations are unlinkable. We define three
location types: the identity location, the disjoint location and the join location: The unique identity location (big circle, full line) represents a sequence of
identifiers. A disjoint location (small circle) represents
a sequence of pseudonyms of different citizens. These
pseudonyms are unlinkable to other pseudonyms originating from the same identifier. A join location (big
circle, dashed line) represents local equality. Previously
unlinkable pseudonyms of the same citizen will, after
conversion, coincide in a join location.
A pseudonym conversion network consists of
pseudonym conversion paths. A pseudonym conversion
path is defined by a sequence of keys K ∈ Kl with l ∈ N0 .
An incomplete path starts at the identity location and
is followed by one or more disjoint locations (the one at
the lower left in fig. 2). A complete path additionally
ends in a join location (the other five paths in fig. 2).
Each gray zone in figure 2 represents the knowledge (identifiers, pseudonyms and keys) of one particular participant (provider, domain, project, ...). The four
providers in the figure all contain the identity location,
the four domains only contain disjoint locations and the
two projects contain each a join location. (The path at
the lower right is discussed in section 6.) An entity possesses per path maximum one key and can, hence, only
do a single conversion in that path. A project contains
the join location of multiple paths and is therefore able
to link pseudonyms and their associated PII.
The pseudonym level of a location is the maximum
number of conversions over known paths to generate
pseudonyms in this location, starting from an identifier.
Identifiers, pseudonyms in domains and pseudonyms
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Notation: kw
, idj , niw,j , Nwi indicate respectively keys,
identifiers, pseudonyms and pseudonym sequences. w denotes the pseudonym level, i the index of a location or
conversion for a particular pseudonym level. Hence w||i is
a globally unique identifier for a location, which will be
written as lociw . If the pseudonym level is 0, it is not written. j is an identifier index or pseudonym index.

in projects have pseudonym levels 0, 1 and at least
3 respectively. Also the key required to convert a
pseudonym from level w − 1 to pseudonym level w has
pseudonym level w.
The properties of collision resistance and determinism of the pseudonym conversion function ensure
that each identifier is represented by no more than
one pseudonym in each location and that a pseudonym
in a given location is derived from a single identifier. Since conversions can go into both directions, no
arrows are drawn. This bi-directionality will be useful for deanonymising purposes explained in section 6.
The necessity of unlinkability and local conversion in
the network has already been argued. Hence, given a
pseudonym conversion function with its five properties,
pseudonym conversion networks can be defined.

Algorithm 1: Key generation by a central authority

input: m, l0 , ..., lm−1 ∈ N0 // # paths & path lengths
$

sjoin ←
− Zq
f or i : 0..m − 1{
f or(w : 1..li {
r
siw ←
− Zq

when w 6= li

siw

← sjoin
otherwise
(
i
s1
when w = 1
i
kw
←
i
i
−1
sw ∗q (sw−1 )
otherwise
}
}

Conversion from and to identifiers is done using a key
that equals a single secret, while conversion between
pseudonyms is done using a key that is composed of
two secrets. For each pseudonym niw,j = siw · idj . Each
location lociw has, hence, a unique associated secret siw .
Going from locations lociw0 and lociw1 to a join location
lociw+1 is done using keys of the form siw+1 ∗q (siw0 )−1
and siw+1 ∗q (siw1 )−1 .
Path 4

Elliptic curves offer an elegant way to fulfill the previously formulated properties. In summary, the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) states
that on an elliptic curve Eq of order q a scalar multiplication Q ← n · P can be defined with P, Q ∈ Eq , n ∈ Zq
such that it is easy to calculate Q given n and P , but
extremely hard to find n given P and Q.
Identifiers and pseudonyms are points on an elliptic
curve Eq . Secrets and keys are elements in Zq . The key
generation protocol by a central, trusted authority is
given in algorithm 1 and illustrated in table 1 with two
complete paths of length 3 and 4. We take q prime.
Note that knowledge of a key composed of two secrets
does not reveal knowledge of these secrets. Section 7
discusses alternatives to key distribution by a single
trusted authority.
Notation: Points on the elliptic curve are written in bold in
this subsection. The function e(x) calculates y1 , y2 such
that (x, y1 ) and (x, y2 ) are points on the elliptic curve.
a ∗q b is a short notation for a ∗ b mod q. The point idj
is an identifier of which the original numerical identifier,
such as the social security number, is τj .

generation
Key
generation

Pseudonym
conversion

Path 5
r

Secret

4.3 Realisation in elliptic curves

6

r

sjoin ←
− Zq

− Zq
s41 , s42 ←
k14 ← s41
k24 ← s42 ∗q (s41 )−1
k34 ← sjoin ∗q (s42 )−1
n41,j ← k14 · idj
4
· n41,j
n42,j ← k2,j
4
n ← k3,j
· n42,j

r

− Zq
s51 , s52 , s53 ←
k15 ← s51
k25 ← s52 ∗q (s51 )−1
k35 ← s53 ∗q (s52 )−1
k45 ← sjoin ∗q (s53 )−1
n51,j ← k15 · idj
5
· n51,j
n52,j ← k2,j
5
5
n3,j ← k3 · n52,j
n ← k45 · n53,j

Table 1. Example of paths of length 3 and 4. They correspond to
the paths determinded by superscripts 4 and 5 in figure 2.

Algorithm 2: Conversion of numerical identifier into (base) point

input: l, τj
x = τj ∗ 2l // shift left
while(!quadraticResidue(x, q)) : x++
y = max(e(x))
return (x, y)

Algorithm 2 is a deterministic method to convert
classical identifiers such as social security numbers into
identifiers as points on an elliptic curve. The x-value of
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the point is determined by taking the classical identifier in a numerical representation and appending a sequence of zeroes. This value is incremented until it is a
quadratic residue in Zq . The resulting x-value has the
binary form τj ||0...0||nb−1. The biggest of the maximum
two corresponding y-values is calculated. The resulting
(x, y) couple is a valid point on the curve and becomes
the identifier. Note that it is trivial to derive a numerical identifier τj back from an identifier idj . Also, since
q is prime, each identifier is a base point (generator).
Although the theoretical maximum sequence of
1
(non-)quadratic residues is O(q 4 +δ ) [17], a quadratic
residue is found quickly in practice. Simulations were
done using the standard SEC parameters secp256k1
[18] with l = 64 on the complete set of 36.5 million
numbers that are well-formatted (and potentially valid)
Belgian social security numbers. This showed that the
quadratic residues are distributed randomly over a uniform distribution and that, hence, the probability to
find a quadratic residue after exactly nb attempts is
2−nb . The probability to find a quadratic residue in maxPnb
imum nb attempts is, hence, x=1 2−x = 1 − 2−nb . The
highest number of required attempts was 27 (for SSN
64.01.28-018.89 and l = 64).

7

k1i = si1 , k2i = si2 ∗q (si1 )−1 , ..., klii = sjoin ∗q (sili −1 )−1 .
Q
Hence, k∈K l k mod q = sjoin , independent of the previous secrets. The only two requirements to create a
new key sequence (= a path) of length l defined by
K = hk1 , ..., kl i are 1) the secrets s1 , ..., sl−1 are generated randomly and 2) the final key kl has the form
sjoin ∗ (sl−1 )−1 .
Collision resistance. This follows immediately from
the fact that each point is a base point in Eq with
q prime. The probability of a collision in a set of m
q−2
q−m
pseudonyms is 1 − q−1
q ∗ q ∗ ... ∗
q . According to
the birthday paradox, the probability exceeds 0.5 when
m ≥ q/2. For sufficiently large q (e.g. 256 bits), the
probability to have a collision is therefore negligible,
even for large population sets.
Deterministic. Trivial.
Invertible. Since the group has prime order, the inverse of each key can easily be computed using the
extended Euclidean algorithm.

5 Protocols
4.4 Proofs of correctness
Unlinkability. Since Eq has prime order (q), each point
and, hence, each identifier and pseudonym, is a base
point. We therefore have: ∀ n1 , n2 , n ∈ Eq : ∃ k1 , k2 ∈
Zq s.t. n1 ← k1 · n and n2 ← k2 · n. Therefore, without
knowledge of the keys, each pseudonym or identifier has
the same probability to be the common parent. Since a
sequence of keys K ∈ K can be merged into a single key
Q
kmerged ← k∈K k mod q, the result can be generalised
Q
to f : f (K, n) = f ( k∈K k mod q, n).
Secondly, we should ensure that no g exists such
that each identifier idj can be written as τj · g, since
this would cause a vulnerability. It would suffice to
take two random pseudonyms niw,0 and niw,1 in location
lociw , which have the form niw,0 ← (siw ∗ τ0 ) · g and
niw,1 ← (siw ∗ τ1 ) · g. Then, find a couple of numerical
identifiers (τ0 , τ1 ) such that τ1 · niw,0 = τ0 · niw,1 . This
could be found relatively quickly due to the relatively
small set of potential numerical identifiers. This would
allow to calculate for each τj the pseudonym for location lociw : niw,j ← (τj ∗ τ0−1 ) · niw,0 . This is prevented in
algorithm 2.
Local equality. We have K i

= hk1i , ..., klii i and

This section discusses three protocols, with increasing
complexity, to combine PII from domains into a project.
The assumptions and requirements are summed up and
are followed by the discussion of the protocols.

5.1 Assumptions and requirements
Infrastructure (I), participant (P) and citizen (C) assumptions are distinguished:
I1 Secured keys. Keys or secrets are never disclosed.
This can be achieved using HSMs (hardware security modules).
I2 Secure communication. Communication between
participants and islands and between islands mutually guarantees confidentiality and integrity.
I3 Isolation. Each island is located in a completely isolated environment, even when these environments
are running on the same physical machine.
P1 Covert adversaries. Participants are curious but do
not want that their abuse/curiosity is detected.
P2 Domain control. A domain island is under the control of and managed by a single provider.
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P3 Collusion. Two types of collusion are possible. Compromised domains collude mutually or projects collude mutually, both to obtain more PII. No other
collusions are considered. This is natural given the
colliding interests of participants. Contractual/legal
means can help at enforcing this separation of duties.
C1 Identifier. Each citizen has a unique identifier used
by all government agencies (providers). This is for
instance the case in Belgium.
Under these assumptions, the following requirements
should be realised:
CL Collaborative linkability. The project can link PII of
the same citizen originating from different domains,
but only if the involved domains agree.
MKP Minimum knowledge for projects. The project
does not learn more information than what is
strictly necessary. This implies that it does not learn
1) anything about uninvolved records and 2) more
than the minimum required PII per involved record.
ZKD Zero-knowledge for domains. A protocol execution
does not leak PII to domains; domains cannot link
extra PII to their records than what they knew before.
The first protocol (section 5.2) realises only the CL
requirement, the second (section 5.3) also realises the
MKP requirement and the third and most complex protocol (section 5.4) realises all three requirements with
the help of an extra entity. For each deployment of the
data archipelago, a trade-off can result in another protocol choice, based on the concrete needs and resources.

5.2 Collaborative linkability
Three types of pseudonyms are defined – domain, (temporary) transfer and project pseudonyms. They are
shown in figure 2 and reoccur in algorithm 3.
Notation: i, z and j are the domain identifier, the project
identifier and the index of the citizen or pseudonym. ni1,j ∈
N1i , ni2,j ∈ N2i , and nz3,j ∈ N3z denote domain, transfer and
project pseudonyms. The corresponding PII are denoted as
di1,j ∈ D1i , di2,j ∈ D2i and dz3,j ∈ D3z . diw,j does not contain
identifiers or pseudonyms. m is the number of involved
domains and hence i ∈ {0, ..., m − 1}. The query ζ defines
1) the selection of involved citizens, based on properties
such as age, and 2) the required PII of these citizens.
In the first phase (1. pseudonyms), the project learns
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Algorithm 3: Collaborative linkability (CL)

Domain i, i|m−1
0
input: ζ, i, N1i , D1i , k2i

Project z
input: ζ, m, hk30 , ..., k3m−1 i

1. Pseudonyms

ζi ← getQuery(ζ, i)
N1i ← getN yms(N1i , ζi )
rp
N2i ←− fb(k2i , N1i )

f or i : 0...m − 1{
Ni

2
−−→

}
Tm−1
N3z ← i=0 fb(k3i , N2i )
2. PII

f or i : 0...m − 1{
N1i?

b−1

←f

(k2i , N2i? )

N2i?

←−−
D2i

D2i ← getP ii(D1i , N1i? , ζi )−−→

rp

N2i? ←− fb−1 (k3i , N3z )

D2i ← map(D2i , N2i?, N3z )
}
f or j : 0...|N3z | − 1{
dz3,j ← {d02,j , ..., dm−1
2,j }
recz3,j ← {nz3,j , dz3,j }
}

the project pseudonyms of the involved citizens, but not
yet any other PII. The selection of citizens is part of an
approved and publicly known query ζ and is defined by
a set of personal properties. For instance, a project may
need data about all citizens who 1) are born after 1990,
2) earn yearly more than e50.000 and 3) are married.
However, not all the involved attributes (DoB = Dateof-Birth, income and status in our example) are necessarily stored by the same domain. Therefore, the query
ζ will be split in separate queries ζ0 , ζ1 , ..., ζm−1 . Query
ζi can be answered by (and only by) domain i, since it
is the only domain that knows the attributes used in
ζi . Let’s assume in our example that the DoB, income
and status are respectively stored by domain 0, domain
1 and domain 2. Then ζ0 .selection = ”DoB ≥ 1990”,
ζ1 .selection = ”income ≥ e50.000” and ζ2 .selection =
”status = married”. Each involved domain i selects
the sequence of domain pseudonyms N1i (⊂ N1i ) that
matches the citizen selection in ζi and converts them
into the sequence of transfer pseudonyms N2i . All domains send their sequence of transfer pseudonyms to
project z. The latter converts these m received sequences again and takes the intersection. This results
in the sequence of project pseudonyms denoted by N3z .
All transfer pseudonyms will (with a very high probability) be different, even if they correspond to the same
citizen, as illustrated in figure 3. However, if different transfer pseudonyms, sent by different domains, are
converted by the project, they will result in the same
project pseudonym if (and only if) they correspond to
the same citizen. Taking the intersection of all these
project pseudonyms (in gray in figure 3) results, hence,
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in the required set of project pseudonyms. In our example this intersection contains exactly the pseudonyms
corresponding to married citizens born after 1990 with
a yearly income higher than e50.000.
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married citizens born before 1990 who earn more than
e50.000. Although the project can this way request too
many records, it cannot ask too much PII per record
since this is described in the public query ζ.
Zero-knowledge for domains (ZKD) is not met either. Each domain i learns new information about both
g
g
g
i?
i
i?
N
1 and N1 \ N1 (unless the project is cheating). For
g
1? corresponds to marexample, domain 1 learns that N
1

Fig. 3. Disjoint sets of transfer pseudonyms originating from
three different domains are converted into intersecting sets of
project pseudonyms.

In the second phase (2. PII), the project maps
for each domain i the project pseudonyms in the intersection back to transfer pseudonyms (N2i? ⊂ N2i ).
The domain receives this and maps it back to domain
pseudonyms (N1i? ⊂ N1i ) and selects now for these (permanent) domain pseudonyms the PII required by the
project (D2i = hdi2,0 , ..., di2,|N i? |−1 i) and returns them.
1

The order in D2i and N1i? should correspond such that
the project can map the PII in D1i to the pseudonyms
in N3z . Once the project has this result from each of
the involved domains, it can trivially link the PII of
the same citizen on the basis of the identical project
pseudonyms. The project can now analyse the combined
PII set.
Performance. Domain i does |N2i | pseudonym conPm−1 i
versions and the project
i=0 |N2 |. We assume that
values are cached instead of recalculated. Domain i
sends |N2i | ∗ |q| bits plus the minimal required data,
contained in D2i to the project. The amount of data
sent by the project to each individual domain is |N3z |∗|q|.
Requirements. Collaborative linkability (CL) is fulfilled. As explained, the protocol allows the project
to link PII stemming from different domains, but this
requires the collaboration of the involved domains.
However, the protocol fails at fulfilling MKP and ZKD.
Minimum knowledge for project (MKP) is not met.
The project can indeed cheat by asking PII corresponding to a project pseudonym that was not in the intersection since the domain does not know which of the
sent transfer pseudonyms ended up – after conversion
to project pseudonyms – in this intersection. In our example, project z could e.g. ask domain 1 PII about un-

g
g
1? corre1
ried citizens born after 1990, while N
1 \ N1
sponds to citizens who do not have this property combination. This leakage is incremental over projects.
Fortunately, since the order of the transfer
pseudonyms in each N2i? is different, colluding (compromised) domains cannot link data on the basis of the
order of the received pseudonyms in step 2. Also, since
different projects have different, unlinkable join locations, colluding projects cannot link information on the
basis of project pseudonyms or transfer pseudonyms.

5.3 Minimisation knowledge for projects
To meet the MKP requirement, each domain i adds a
number of fake transfer pseudonyms to the sequence
N2i , which are indistinguishable by the project from
real transfer pseudonyms. Both fake and real transfer
pseudonyms are upon receipt by the project converted
into indistinguishable fake and real project pseudonyms.
Just as real project pseudonyms, fake project
pseudonyms should appear in significant amounts in
each region of the Venn diagram at the right side of
figure 3, except – and this is different from real project
Tm−1 fi
fz
pseudonyms – in the intersection i=0 N
3 = N3 . This
will deter the project to request more data than strictly
necessary due to the high risk of detection.
An extension of the previous protocol is presented
in which each region in the Venn diagram, except the
intersection (in gray), contains an equal amount of fake
pseudonyms.
Algorithm 4 shows how total fake identifiers are initially generated. This can be done by each provider separately. Alternatively, one entity can do this once and
publish the result. The latter is more efficient and guarantees that all providers use the same fake identifier
given the same index. To generate the fake identifier on
the elliptic curve, j is shifted l/2 positions to the left.
The first quadratic residue equal or bigger than this
value is taken. Algorithm 2 shifted a numerical identifier l positions to obtain an identifier point. If l is chosen
sufficiently large (e.g. 64 bits as shown in section 4.3),
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a sufficiently large amount of fake pseudonyms can be
generated without risking overlap with real identifiers.
The second step is shown in algorithm 5 and is performed once per domain: the public fake identifiers are
converted into a fake domain pseudonyms which are sent
to the domain, together with the index from which the
fake identifier was initially derived.
Before proceeding, we mention that all the regions
in the Venn diagram (figure 3, right) can be enumerated
from 1 to 2m − 1. This becomes clear when the index
r of the region is written in binary with m digits; one
for each pseudonym set (or domain). The ith bit from
the right (starting at 0) indicates if domain i is involved
in this region. Hence, for m = 5, r = 00101 indicates
f4 ) and r = 11111 the central
f3 ∪ N
f1 ∪ N
f2 ) \ (N
f0 ∩ N
(N
3
3
3
3
P43
f
i
intersection
∩N .

Algorithm 4: Fake identifier generation

The next step is now shown in algorithm 6 and
is illustrated in figure 4. nb is the amount of fake
pseudonyms in each region. The domains agree on this
value beforehand, e.g. using a secure multi-party protocol (to prevent leakage of information). Each region r is
assigned a sequence of nb indices, going from (r − 1) ∗ nb
to r ∗ nb − 1 (precondition: total ≥ nb ∗ (2m − 2)).
Each index corresponds to a fake identifier. If a domain is involved in a region it creates nb fake transfer
pseudonyms based on these indices. Determining if
domain i is involved in a region is done by checking
if the ith bit of r is 1. Once a domain added all the
fake transfer pseudonyms to the sequence of transfer
pseudonyms N2i , it sends this sequence to the project,
which will convert them all into project pseudonyms.
If multiple domains choose the same index (fake identifiers), the resulting fake project pseudonyms coincide.

Algorithm 6: Fake transfer pseudonym generation

i=0
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Input: l, total
F ←∅
f or j : 0...total − 1{
x ← j ∗ 2l/2
while(!quadraticResidue(x)) : x++
y ← max(e(x))
fakeId j ← (x, y)
F.append(hj, fakeId j i)
}
Algorithm 5: Fake domain pseudonym generation

Input: F , k1i
f or each hj, fakeId j i ∈ F {
i
ν1,j
← f (k1i , fakeId j )
i
send (j, ν1,j
) to domain i
}

3

Performance. Since ∀ i ∈ {0, ..., m − 1} there exist exactly 2m−1 − 1 binary numbers ∈ {1, ..., 2m − 2}
with the ith bit 1, each domain converts and transfers
(2m−1 − 1) ∗ nb extra pseudonyms (of size |q|) and the
project receives and converts m ∗ (2m−1 − 1) ∗ nb extra
pseudonyms.
Requirements. This scheme is an extension of the
first, which already fulfilled the CL requirement. By
construction, we have now nb fake pseudonyms in each
region except the central intersection. This will, even
for small nb values, deter the project from requesting
more data than needed, given the indistinguishability
between real and fake pseudonyms (see further). It
can, hence, no longer actively intervene to get hold of
more information than strictly necessary. However, if
the project is able to get hold of the value of nb, it

Input: m, nb, i, k2i , N2i
f or r : 1...2m − 2{
if (binary(r)[i] = 1){
f or x : 0...nb − 1{
j ← (r − 1) ∗ nb + x
i
N2i .append(f (k2i , ν1,j
))
}
}
}

learns the real size of each region, which we consider
as acceptable. The ZKD requirement is still not met as
shown in the previous subsection.
Indistinguishability real and fake pseudonyms.
Let I and F be the sets of all possible real and fake
identifiers respectively. Indistinguishability formally
means: ∀ K 0 , K 1 ∈ K∗ , id0 ∈ F, id1 ∈ I : |P [1 ←
Af (f (K 0 , id0 ))] − P [1 ← Af (f (K 1 · id1 ))]| < ε, whereby
Af outputs 1 if the input is considered as a pseudonym
derived from a real identifier and 0 otherwise. For
the EC-based construction in section 4.3, this can be
written as: ∀ s0 , s1 ∈ Zq , id0 ∈ F, id1 ∈ I : |P [1 ←
Af (s0 · id0 )] − P [1 ← Af (s1 · id1 )]| < ε.
Each fake or real identifier is a base point. Therefore: ∀ id0 ∈ F, id1 ∈ I, s0 , s1 ∈ Zq , ∃ s00 , s01 ∈ Zq s.t.
s00 · id0 = s1 · id1 and s01 · id1 = s0 · id0 . Therefore, indistinguishability holds as long as the s-values are unknown
to Af (the project).

5.4 Zero-knowledge for domains
The approach to fulfill the ZKD requirement is as follows. Together with the transfer pseudonym, each do-
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Index: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
Dom.0: 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dom. 1: 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Dom. 2: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Region:

1=001

2=010

3=011

4=100

5=101

6=110

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Selection of fake indices by the different domains for m = 3 and nb = 6. If a cell contains 1, a fake transfer pseudonym is
generated from a domain pseudonym with the given index. (b) The indices of the regions in the Venn diagram.

Existing secure multi-party modular multiplication protocols [19] have the form P0 , ..., Pm−1 : (s; ...; s) ←
Qm−1
π(s0 ; ...; sm−1 ) with s = i=0 si mod q, which is shared
by all parties Pi after protocol execution. We define a variant π̃. If we have m + 1 parties, m of them (P1 , ..., Pm )
have each a secret si ∈ Zq . As a result, the remaining
Qm
party P0 learns i=1 si mod q. No other information is revealed to any of the m+1 participants. This protocol is denoted as P0 , P1 , ...Pm : (s; ∅; ...; ∅) ← π̃(∅; s1 ; ...; sm ) with
Qm
s = i=1 si mod q. This can be easily derived from π by
P0 , P1 , ..., Pm : (s0 ; s0 ; ...; s0 ) ← π(s0 ; s1 ; ...; sm ), whereby
$

P0 takes as input s0 ←
− Zq a fresh random value and at
the end calculates s ← s0 ∗q s−1
0 .
Algorithm 7: ZKD subprotocol 1; the setup

Domain i, i|m−1
Project z
S. Gen.
0
input: k2i
input: m, {k30 , ..., k3m−1 }
$

$

− Zq
− Zq
bz3 ←
bi2 ←
bk2i ← k2i ∗q bi2
f or i : 0...m − 1 :
π̃(.; (bi2 )−1 ; .) ↔ π̃(.; .; bz3 ∗q k3i ) ↔ bk3i ← π̃(∅; .; .)

–

AK (bk30 , ..., bk3m−1 )] < ε, where AK tries to output
an unblinded key, given all the blinded keys.
Blind isomorphism. Two transfer pseudonyms
are converted into coinciding project pseudonyms
if and only if the corresponding blinded transfer
pseudonyms are converted into coinciding blinded
project pseudonyms. Formally:
∀ idj ∈ I, i ∈ {0, 1}, k1i , k2i , k3i ∈ K,
ni1,j ← f (k1i , idj ),
ni2,j ← f (k2i , ni1,j ), ni3,j ← f (k3i , ni2,j ),
i
, bni2,j ):
bni2,j ← f (bk2i , ni1,j ), bni3,j ← f (bk3,j
bn03,j = bn13,j ⇔ n03,j = n13,j

Proof key hiding. We work in the cyclic group Zq , ∗.
bk3i = (bi2 )−1 ∗q bz3 ∗q k3i . For each bk3i , bi2 is randomly
generated over a uniform distribution in Zq . Therefore,
the set of all possible bk3i has a random distribution over
Zq and bk3i is independent of k3i .
Proof blind isomorphism.
n03,j = n13,j ⇔ (k30 ∗q k20 ) · n01,j = (k31 ∗q k21 ) · n11,j
⇔ ((b02 )−1 ∗q bz3 ∗q k30 ) ∗q (b02 ∗q k20 )) · n01,j

main sends to the project the encrypted PII and some
key data. A project is only able to decrypt every encrypted PII that belongs to a specific project pseudonym
if it received the corresponding key data from each of
the m involved domains. Otherwise, it cannot decrypt
any of this PII. These key data are distributed to the
domains by a new entity; the secret generator. The protocol consists of three separately discussed subprotocols:
1) setup, 2) obtaining the secrets from the secret generator, and 3) sending the required data to the project.
The first subprotocol, setup, is shown in algorithm
7. It generates blinded keys bk2i and bk3i with the following two properties:
– Key hiding. Knowledge of bk3i with i ∈ {0, ..., m −
1) does not reveal information about k3i . The secret
generator, hence, does not learn anything about the
keys k3i . Formally: ∀ i ∈ {0, ..., m − 1) : P [k3i ←

= ((b12 )−1 ∗q bz3 ∗ k31 ) ∗q (b12 ∗q k21 )) · n11,j
⇔ (bk30 ∗q bk20 ) · n01,j = (bk31 ∗q bk21 ) · n11,j
⇔ bn03,j = bn13,j
Algorithm 8 shows the second subprotocol, obtaining the secrets from the secret generator. Each
domain i sends blinded transfer pseudonyms BN2i to
the secret generator, which converts them into blinded
project pseudonyms BN3i . Domain i receives for each
blinded transfer pseudonym bni3,j a vector tij of length
m + 1. If the corresponding blinded project pseudonym
is in the central intersection, an m × m matrix of random values is generated by the secret generator, and
each domain i will receive as vector tij the ith row and
the seed seedij , which is the modular multiplication
of the ith column of the matrix. If the blinded project
pseudonym is not in the intersection, the vector will just
contain random values. The blind isomorphism property guarantees that the intersection of blinded project
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Algorithm 8: ZKD subprotocol 2: obtaining the secrets

Algorithm 9: ZKD subprotocol 3; sending and decrypting PII

Domain i, i|m−1
0
input: ζ, i, N1i , bk2i
ζi ← getQuery(ζ, i)
N1i ← getN yms(N1i , ζi )
rp
BN2i ←− fb(bk2i , N1i )

Domain i, i|m−1
0
input: ζi , D1i , k2i , N1i , T i = hti0 , ...ti|T i |−1 i
Ui ← ∅
f or j : 0...|N1i | − 1{
keyji ← genKey(tij .seedij )
i
i
di2,j ← getP II(D1i , ni
1,j , ζi ) // n1,j ∈ N1
i
i
i
cj ← enc(keyj , d2,j )
ni2,j ← f (k2i , ni
1,j )
Rji ← tij .Rji
// omit seed
rp
U i ←− U i ∪ hni2,j , cij , Rji i
}

Secret generator
BN2i
input: m, hbk20 , ..., bk2m−1 i
f or i : 0...m − 1
BN3i ← fb(bk3i , BN2i )
Tm−1
z
hbn3,0 , ..., bnz3,|BN z |−1 i = BN3z ← i=0 BN3i
3
f or y : 0...|BN3z | − 1{

 0  
Ry
r0,0
···
r0,m−1
 $ m×m
 ..   ..
..
..
− Zq
←
 . = .
.
.
m−1
Ti
Ry
rm−1,0 · · · rm−1,m−1
Qm−1
i
f or i : 0...m − 1 : seedy ← x=0 rx,i mod q
}
f or i : 0...m − 1{
f or j : 0...|BN2i | − 1{
z
i
i
y
(← BN3 .getIndex(f (bk3 , bnj,2 ))
tij ← hRyi , seediy i
when y valid index
$

− Zm+1
tij ←
q

otherwise

}
T i ← hti0 , ..., ti|BN i |−1 i
2

}

pseudonyms BN3z corresponds to the intersection of
unblinded project pseudonyms N3z in the next subprotocol. t-Indistinguishability (see below) guarantees that
the domain cannot distinguish t-vectors generated on
the basis of a matrix from the ones that are completely
random. As a consequence, the domain has to treat
each involved record the same way.
t-Indistinguishability. In subprotocol 2, the t-vectors
generated as t ←
− hRyi , seediy i (T1 ) cannot be distinguished by a domain from the ones generated as
$

t←
− Zm+1
(T0 ). Formally: ∀ m ∈ N0 , t0 ∈ T0 , t1 ∈ T1 :
q
|P [1 ← At (t0 )] − P [1 ← At (t1 )]| < ε, where 1 is output
by At if, according to At , its input belongs to T1 and 0
otherwise.
This is trivial given that 1) for both vector types,
the first m elements are selected randomly and independently over a uniform distribution and 2) the final
element is either selected randomly over a uniform distribution (T0 ) or it is the modular multiplication of one
known value and one or more unknown random numbers over a uniform distribution (T1 ), which is again a
random number selected over a uniform distribution.

Project z
input: m, hk30 , ..., k3m−1 i
f or i : 0...m − 1 : N2i ← getN ymSeq(U i )
Tm−1
N3z ← i=0 fb(k3i , N2i )
f or y : 0...|N3z | − 1{
f or i : 0...|m| − 1{
ni2,y ← f −1 (k3i , nz3,y )
hciy , Ryi i ← get(U i , ni2,y )
}
f or i : 0...|m|−1 : hri,0 , ..., ri,m−1 i ← Ryi
f or i : 0...|m| − 1{
Qm−1
seediy ← x=0 rx,i mod q
keyyi ← genKey(seediy )
di1,y ← dec(keyyi , ciy )
}
dz3,y ← hd01,y , ..., dm−1
1,y i
recz3,y ← hnz3,y , dz3,y i
}

Ui

Algorithm 9 presents subprotocol 3, sending the required data to the project. The seed is used to
deterministically generate a symmetric key with which
the PII is encrypted. The transfer pseudonym will be
sent to the project together with the encrypted PII and
the random values received from the secret generator.
Each project pseudonym in the intersection will have its
own full m × m matrix. Only if a project pseudonym is
in the intersection, the project will have received each
row from a different domain, enabling the project to
recompose the full matrix. This allows the project to
generate the corresponding keys, which are based on the
columns of the matrix, to decrypt all the corresponding
PII, originating from the different domains.
Performance. The computational complexity is given
in table 2 and the amount of transferred data in table
3. Values are cached instead of recalculated.
Requirements. The CL requirement is fulfilled as argued in this section. The property of local equality guarantees that records of the same citizen can be linked
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Domain i
Pseudonym convers.
Encrypt/decrypt

2 ∗ |N2i |
|N2i |

Project

Pm−1

i
i=0 |N2 |
z
m ∗ |N3 |

Secret gen.

Pm−1
i=0

|N2i |

Table 2. Computational complexity of the ZKD scheme.

i

Domain i → Sec. gen. |N2 | ∗ |q|
i
Domain i ← Sec. gen. |N2 | ∗ (m + 1) ∗ |q|
Domain i → Project

|N2i | ∗ (m + 1) ∗ |q| +

P|N2i |−1
j=0

|di2,j |

Table 3. Amount of data transferred in the ZKD scheme

together. If a project pseudonym is in the intersection,
the project is able to decrypt all the corresponding PII,
thanks to the blind isomorphism property.
The PDM requirement is met. The project is in this
protocol a passive entity. Each active intervention by the
projects will therefore be detected and be suspicious.
Just as in the previous protocol, it will learn the size
of each region. Since the order of each BN2i and U i is
changed, no information or linkabilities can be derived
on the basis of the order of the elements.
The ZKD requirement is fulfilled thanks to tindistinguishability. As a consequence, the domain has
to treat each involved record in exactly the same way.
In addition, the key hiding property guarantees that
the secret generator does not learn information about
the keys k3i .
The domains can only recompose the matrices for
each pseudonym if they are all compromised and collude. They do so by searching m t-vectors, one from
each domain, that result in a valid combination of a
matrix and m seeds. This way they can link transfer
pseudonyms of the same citizen together and, hence,
also the corresponding domain pseudonyms. However,
Qm−1
the complexity thereof is high: O( i=0 |N2i |).

6 Deanonymisation
Researchers analyse combined data in projects. In specific situations, deanonymisation (re-identification) of a
pseudonym is required, e.g. in the context of fraud detection. However, not the researchers but only a responsible authority should be able to do this. Additionally,
sometimes involvement of one or more providers and
external parties (e.g. a supervisor) is required.
In figure 2, deanonymisation is possible by following
from a join location to the identity location one of the
paths that have superscripts 0, 1, 3 or 4. As a result,
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one of the involved providers learns the identity of the
citizen and can take further actions.
This is not always desired. Therefore, an alternative
path, for example the ones determined by superscript
5 in figure 2, can be taken. The key with the highest
index in the path (k45 ) is a secret key of the project,
while the key with the lowest index is a secret key of the
authority that can deanonymise the citizen in order to
take further actions. The intermediate keys (k25 , k35 ) are
known by other entities. This could for instance be one
of the involved data-delivering providers and a privacy
watchdog.
The length of deanonymisation path and the entities that possess the keys in this path are typically
determined at the project setup. The minimum path
length for deanonymisation is two. In that case, the
project does the first conversion and the authority the
second, implying that no other entities are involved in
the deanonymisation process.
The conversion done by the project prevents leaking
the project pseudonym, which is only known inside the
project. This prevents undesired linkabilities and even
deanonymisations in case of a project data breach.
Note that each complete pseudonym conversion
path can be used for deanonymisation, including the
ones that were set up to deliver data to the project.
The presented deanonymisation approach is flexible
and compatible with the legal requirement of proportionality. The involved organisations can maintain control by requiring their cooperation for each deanonymisation while they do not learn the identity of the affected
citizen. The unlinkability property of f guarantees that
none of the intermediate parties does learn anything
about the affected citizen. Also, a single project can
have multiple deanonymisation paths.

7 Key generation
The relationships between the keys require coordination
during the key distribution process. Three approaches
are discussed in this section.
The most straightforward approach requires a single central authority which knows all the secrets needed
to generate the pseudonym conversion keys. The central authority generates the keys as shown in algorithm
1 and delivers each key to the right entity. The disadvantage is obviously the large amount of required trust
by the other participants in this central authority.
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i for participant P
Algorithm 10: Distributed generation of kw
0

∀ Py ∈ {P1 , ..., Pm+1 }
Shared input: w, i, idproject Private input: σy
saltiw ← H(w||i||idproject )
i,y
← KDF (σy , saltiw )
σw
if w 6= 1{
saltiw−1 ← H(w − 1||i||idproject )
i,y
← KDF (σy , saltiw−1 )
σw−1
}
(
i,y
if w = 1
σw
κi,y
w ←
i,y
i,y
−1
otherwise
σw ∗q (σw−1 )
P0 , P1 , ...Pm+1
i,m+1
i
)
(kw
; ∅; ...; ∅) ← π̃(∅; κi,1
w ; ...; κw
The second approach involves multiple trusted authorities instead of one. The entity that needs a key
contacts each authority separately and each authority
executes independently of the others the key generation protocol presented in algorithm 1. The resulting
partial keys are securely delivered to the right entity.
This entity needs all these partial keys to derive its final key. More formally, a key kix is derived as follows:
Q|Auth|−1 x,y
kix ← y=0
κi mod q where |Auth| is the number of trusted authorities and κx,y
is the partial key for
i
kix generated by authority y. The secrets and keys can
only be derived when all authorities collude. The cost
of more distributed trust is a heavier infrastructure.
The final approach relies on a higher degree of trust
distribution and requires the execution of the multiparty protocol π̃ (see section 5.4) with m + 2 participants P0 , ..., Pm+1 . These participants are the project
(Pm+1 ), the involved providers (P1 , ..., Pm ) and an entity to which the key will be issued (P0 ). If the keyreceiving participant P0 is a provider, it controls an
identity location, if it is a domain it controls a disjoint
location, and if it is a project, it controls a join location. Algorithm 10 shows how a particular key kix for
P0 can be generated in this multi-party approach. Each
participant Py 6= P0 possesses a master secret. For all
participants Py 6= P0 , the same salt saltxi is used. These
salts are input, together with the master secret σy of the
participant to a key derivation function KDF to generate a partial key κx,y
w . This partial key is given as input
i
to π̃, which results in knowledge of the key kw
by – and
only by – P0 . The keys in algorithm 1 were composed
Qm+1 i,y
of one or two secrets siw . If we take siw = y=1 σw
,
the previously defined relationships between keys and
Qm+1 i,y
Qm+1 i,y
i
i
secrets hold: kw
=
y=1 κw =
y=1 σw = sw if
Q
Q
m+1 i,y
m+1 i,y
i,y
i
−1
w = 1 and kw = y=1 κw = y=1 σw ∗q (σw−1 ) =
siw ∗q (siw−1 )−1 otherwise.

Table 4 presents the main differences between the
proposed approaches.
# Trusted authorities
Cost infrastructure
Trust in individual entity
Probability key compromised
Impact compromised key

1
medium
high
low
high

>1
high
medium
medium
medium

0
low
low
high
low

Table 4. Comparison of the three key distribution approaches.

8 Extensions
Some possible extensions are presented at a high level.
Although efficient during project creation, the default setup shown in figure 1 implies data replication
which has negative repercussions on security and consistency. A subset of the data managed by the provider
is indeed duplicated in the domain. The PII (and potentially also the pseudonyms and keys) can, therefore,
be removed from the domain (and keys moved to the
provider). If data that now only virtually remains in
the domain is needed by a project, the required data
is generated by the provider and sent to the domain,
which forwards it to the project. This is called data virtualisation. The cost is a performance decrease during
data collection by the project.
The legal requirement of transparency for citizens
is fulfilled by publishing the structured descriptions of
all (old and active) projects. After download, the citizen learns in which projects (s)he is involved by locally querying these descriptions with personal properties such as ZIP code, gender and salary. Simultaneously, no government agency has such an overview for
all citizens.
The data archipelago can be run on one or multiple
physical machines. Extra analytics tools can be foreseen in the data archipelago such that a researcher does
not (always) need access to the full PII dataset in the
project, which improves the security significantly. Monitoring and control mechanisms can be implemented to
prevent or detect abuse by the researcher.

9 Conclusions & future work
9.1 Conclusions
European privacy legislation poses serious challenges
to analytics projects on PII originating from different
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legal entities like government agencies. This text presented a technical approach which is compatible with
this legislation and which alleviates this seemingly unsolvable paradox by giving control back to the data
controllers (the government agencies responsible for the
PII) who have to check legal requirements such as proportionality and finality before providing PII for an analytics project. It increases security compared to traditional centralised approaches which, hence, indirectly
improves the privacy of the citizens. And from a technical point of view, combining data can be done easily.
Also the legal requirement of transparency towards the
citizens can be met.
Since the scheme only runs during the data combining process, it does not result in a performance penalty
during the actual analytics phase, when performance
becomes crucial.
The presented approach is flexible. Deanonymisation requires, besides the project and the authority,
the collaboration of zero, one or more chosen parties.
Key generation and distribution can be done by a single authority, by multiple authorities or completely distributed. Furthermore, lower or higher degrees of virtualisation are possible and abstraction is made of the
underlying physical infrastructure. Different islands can
be hosted on different, geographically dispersed servers.
Sending updates to the project is possible by rerunning
the protocol but instead of sending all the data, only
the changes are sent.
A proof-of-concept has been made in Java. The
pseudonym conversion functions are simple scalar multiplications on an elliptic curve and are very efficient
compared to older technologies such as RSA.
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